Introduction {#gepi21918-sec-0010}
============

Next‐generation sequencing has made it possible to assess the impact of a full spectrum of functional variants on complex human diseases. Many large‐scale genetic studies are being performed to gain insights from genotype‐phenotype association data, to learn the underlying biology, and to enhance genomics‐guided clinical translations.

One area of particular interest in statistical genetics is in developing novel methods to enhance the analysis and interpretation of summary association statistics. Currently, it is a standard practice for consortia studies to release summary association statistics publically. These datasets have become an invaluable resource. Numerous methods have been developed to leverage this information to conduct fine mapping \[Kichaev et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}\], perform gene‐level association tests \[Lee et al., [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\], and infer causal relationships between biomarkers and diseases \[Burgess et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Do et al., [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}\]. There is an ever‐increasing need for new methods and tools to more effectively use these datasets.

The statistical package R is a popular platform for data analysis and methodology development. In order to facilitate the development of new methods in R for the functional interpretation of genotype‐phenotype associations, we developed the R package SEQMINER with a variety of useful features: first, SEQMINER supports variant annotation and data integration for whole‐genome datasets of summary association statistics. Second, SEQMINER allows efficient random access and queries for sequence datasets, files of summary association statistics, and files for the correlation coefficients between summary association statistics. Retrieved information can be automatically parsed and made ready for downstream analysis. Finally, SEQMINER is self‐contained and optimized for statistical genetics analyses of summary association statistics. Many commonly used features in statistical genetics can be performed using a minimum of steps, which considerably expedites the analyses and method development.

We evaluated the performance of SEQMINER using datasets from the 1000 Genomes Project \[Consortium et al., [2012](#gepi21918-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}\]. We show that SEQMINER is highly efficient for annotating and querying summary association statistics. It can be a valuable tool to facilitate the analyses and interpretation of sequence‐based association analyses.

Methods {#gepi21918-sec-0020}
=======

Method Overview {#gepi21918-sec-0030}
---------------

Major uses of summary association statistics can include the following: (1) fine‐mapping GWAS loci and identifying causal variants; (2) performing gene‐level (or pathway‐level) association tests; and (3) performing Mendelian randomizations to study the causal impact of risk factors on diseases.

These applications require knowledge of the functional annotations of DNA sequence variants and linkage disequilibrium information between sequence variants, and often require joint analyses of summary association statistics between multiple studies and multiple traits. Given the ever‐increasing scale of sequence datasets and the complexity of bioinformatics databases, it is necessary to develop software packages in R that can effectively and efficiently integrate these datasets and retrieve information of interest.

SEQMINER implements features to: annotate sequence variants and summary association statistics;efficiently retrieve summary association statistics and their variance‐covariance information specific to genetic regions of interest; andcollate summary association statistics and their covariance information from multiple studies.

Detailed descriptions for these functionalities are given below.

Annotate Sequence Datasets and Summary Association Statistics {#gepi21918-sec-0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Annotation information is necessary for the analysis and interpretation of sequence‐based association. For example, annotation information is needed to determine the analysis unit in gene‐level association tests (i.e., nonsynonymous variants within a gene). Bioinformatics databases such as functional prediction scores were shown to be helpful in prioritizing causal variants and improving power for detecting genotype‐phenotype associations \[Price et al., [2010](#gepi21918-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}\].

SEQMINER implements comprehensive features for annotating sequence variants and summary association statistics. The package is designed to take generic tab‐delimited files as input, which saves ad hoc efforts from users for preparing intermediate input files. Supported file formats include sequence variant genotypes in VCF/BCF format \[Danecek et al., [2011](#gepi21918-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}\] or files of summary association statistics in METAL \[Willer et al., [2010](#gepi21918-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}\] or RAREMETAL format \[Feng et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\].

To integrate information, SEQMINER preprocesses and augments the input sequence dataset with annotation information. The integrated dataset is stored in the same format as the input dataset, which remains compatible with external tools and can be indexed by tabix \[Li, [2011](#gepi21918-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}\]. Subsequent queries can be performed directly on the integrated dataset.

Two types of variant annotations are supported, gene‐based annotation and region‐based annotation. For gene‐based annotation, sequence variants are annotated by their induced changes on the amino acid. A variety of gene/transcript definitions are supported, including UCSC KnownGenes, RefSeq, and GENCODE. In region‐based annotation, genomic regions of interest (e.g., transcription factor binding sites, known GWAS signals, etc.) are listed by chromosomal position in the BED files. Sequence variants are annotated by whether they overlap with these genomic regions. Using the functionality of region‐based annotation, SEQMINER can integrate numerous bioinformatics databases, e.g., PolyPhen2, SIFT, GERP scores, etc.

Finally, SEQMINER allows for the efficient generation of integrated datasets, combining sequence variants with annotation information. This feature is critical for many statistical genetics analyses where annotation information needs to be re‐used repeatedly.

Efficient Retrieval of Summary Association Statistics and Sequence Variants {#gepi21918-sec-0050}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQMINER allows efficient queries for tabix‐indexed sequence datasets (either preprocessed or generic). Built‐in functions in SEQMINER implement a variety of frequently used queries, including extracting summary association statistics by genomic position, gene names, or annotation types. For example, it takes only one command to extract genotype (GT) information for synonymous variants (NS) in a given gene, as well as the allele frequency (AF), allele count (AC), and the positions (CHROM, POS) of the variants readVCFToListByGene (fileName, geneFile, geneName=\"CFH\", annoType=\"Synonymous\", vcfColumn=c(\"CHROM\", \"POS\"), vcfInfo = c(\"AF\", \"AC\"), vcfIndv=c(\"GT\")).

In this function, *vcfColumn* allows users to specify descriptive columns in VCF files to be extracted. These columns include CHROM, POS, and ID. The option vcfInfo allows users to choose fields in the INFO field from VCF files. These fields may include (but are not limited to) allele frequencies (AF), annotation information (ANNO), etc. Finally, vcfIndv allows users to specify fields defined in the FORMAT column to be extracted. Examples include genotypes (GT), genotype likelihoods (GL), allelic depth (AD), etc.

It also requires only one command to retrieve summary association statistics and covariance information between variants from files in RAREMETAL format. rvmeta.readDataByRange(scoreTestFiles, covFiles, tabixRanges)

Extracted information will be automatically parsed and stored in standard R objects (e.g., list, matrix) for downstream statistical analysis. By leveraging the programming environment in R, the queries can be flexibly refined.

Collate Summary Association Statistics from Multiple Studies {#gepi21918-sec-0060}
------------------------------------------------------------

There is considerable interest in the field in interrogating genetic variants with pleiotropic effects \[Giambartolomei et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Hu et al., [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Lee et al., [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Tang and Lin, [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}\], examining if genetic effects vary across cohorts/ethnic groups \[Wen and Stephens, [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\], performing meta‐analyses that combine results from multiple studies \[Liu et al., [2014](#gepi21918-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\] or implementing Mendelian randomization experiments by joint analyses of genetic associations with risk factors and disease outcomes \[Do et al., [2013](#gepi21918-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Voight et al., [2012](#gepi21918-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}\]. These research questions all require joint analysis of multiple sets of summary association statistics and their covariance information. Multiple studies may not have the same set of genetic variants genotyped (particularly for sequencing studies, where different variant sites are called in each study). It can be a nontrivial task to randomly access a large number of files of summary association statistics and covariance matrices, efficiently retrieve information specific to a genetic region of interest, and collate variant sites between studies. A great amount of ad hoc scripting may be needed.

To address this research need, SEQMINER is designed to read and process multiple files of summary association statistics. Loaded data will be automatically parsed, stored in standard R objects and made ready by downstream analyses. This functionality has been extensively used to implement methods for meta‐analyses of gene‐level association tests. Since its release, SEQMINER has been used in several large‐scale meta‐analyses of complex traits, including lipid levels, anthropometric traits, smoking and drinking addictions, etc.

Algorithmic Optimization {#gepi21918-sec-0070}
------------------------

We implemented a series of algorithmic optimizations to improve the performance of SEQMINER: first, SEQMINER supports directly reading/writing compressed and tabix‐indexed files. To support efficient random information retrieval from large data files, we incorporated and extended the tabix library into SEQMINER. Tabix proceeds by indexing blocks of compressed data files (bgzip) format. Using the binning index and linear index, the tabix library allows the quick location of the sequence data from disks that overlap the query interval. This design allows the retrieval of sequence information at a time complexity of *O*(log(*N*)). The original tabix library only allows storing all retrieved information as strings, which cannot be directly analyzed in R. In SEQMINER, we extended tabix and implemented features to randomly access files in METAL/RAREMETAL format. Retrieved information is automatically parsed, converted to the appropriate data types (as strings, floating numbers, etc.) and made available for analysis as standard R objects, e.g., list or data frames.

Second, SEQMINER implements novel data structures for storing bioinformatics databases to speed up annotations and query. To support efficient region‐based variant annotations, we used a segment tree data structure, enabling queries of *O*(log(*N*))time complexity and construction of *O*(*N* log(*N*))time and space complexity where *N* is the number of regions. Specifically, we constructed a red‐black tree and stored every region (start position, end position, and region names) in a tree leaf. These regions are ordered internally by their start positions and then end positions. As the tree is balanced, querying genomic variants requires at most log~2~(*N*) comparisons. This data structure has high performance in practice, and it enables the online annotation of range‐based databases such as transcription factor binding sites.

Lastly, SEQMINER provides a user‐friendly R interface that is easy for new users and utilizes C++ for all computationally intensive or I/O intensive queries. Algorithms described above are carefully implemented in C++ and will be compiled and optimized during package installation. These combine the high flexibility of R with the high performance of C++.

Results {#gepi21918-sec-0080}
=======

Performance for Annotating Summary Association Statistics {#gepi21918-sec-0090}
---------------------------------------------------------

We evaluated the performance of SEQMINER for annotating and querying summary association statistics using datasets from the 1000 Genomes phase 1 project. The call set consisted of 1,092 individuals genotyped at ∼39 million variants. We simulated phenotypes under the null hypothesis of no genotype‐phenotype associations. Summary association statistics were generated using RVTESTS \[<https://github.com/zhanxw/rvtests>\]. The output from RVTESTS is automatically bgzip‐compressed and tabix‐indexed. The file for single variant association statistics after compression is 6.2 GB, and the file for the covariance matrix between single variant score statistics after compression is 266 GB.

We evaluated the performance for annotating summary association statistics. The whole dataset was annotated as a plain text file using the function *seqminer::annotatePlain*. The annotation for the whole genome dataset took ∼2 CPU hours with ∼63 MB RAM. The software is thus highly scalable for very large datasets.

Performance of Retrieving Summary Association Statistics {#gepi21918-sec-0100}
--------------------------------------------------------

SEQMINER supports random access and retrieval of summary association statistics that are stored in tab‐delimited files and organized by chromosomal positions. In particular, it supports both METAL and RAREMETAL formats.

First, we used SEQMINER to query tabix‐indexed files of summary association statistics (as described in section Performance for Annotating Summary Association Statistics). For the file containing single variant association statistics for 39 million variants, SEQMINER took 0.3 sec to retrieve summary association statistics using the function *seqminer::rvmeta.readDatabyRange*. Not surprisingly, reading the entire file into R (using either *data.table::fread* or *read.table*) and performing in‐memory query took considerably longer and required a much larger memory footprint (Table [1](#gepi21918-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). While SEQMINER\'s main advantage lies in its capability to randomly access files of summary association statistics, and it is often not necessary to read the entire file into the memory, we also compared the speed of SEQMINER in reading the entire file as a benchmark. Using SEQMINER\'s tabix.read.table function to read the entire file into memory in R took 7.5 min, which is ∼4% faster than R\'s read.table command.

###### 

Comparison of querying files of summary association statistics

  Function                             Task                                                                                                                                                     Time complexity    Memory complexity
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------------
  *seqminer::rvmeta.readDataByRange*   Retrieve summary association statistics from 100 randomly chosen regions                                                                                 0.32 sec                550 KB
  *seqminer::rvmeta.readDataByRange*   Retrieve summary association statistics from 100 randomly chosen regions. Also retrieve covariance matrix between these summary association statistics   1.12 sec                1.3 MB
  *data.table::fread*                  Read entire file of summary association statistics into memory                                                                                           7.8 min                 103 MB
  *data.table::fread*                  Read entire file of summary association statistics and their covariance matrix into memory                                                               34.6 hr                 263 GB

We compared the performance of SEQMINER for querying files of summary association statistics and files of correlations coefficients between summary association statistics.
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Second, the package is also very efficient when applied to retrieve correlation information between pairs of sequence variants. Retrieving correlation information between pairs of sequence variants for 100 randomly selected genes required only 1.13 sec. Reading all the covariance files into memory using *data.table::fread* and parsing them took over 35 hr, an unrealistic amount of time given the size of the file (266 GB).

Performance for Annotating and Querying VCF Files {#gepi21918-sec-0110}
-------------------------------------------------

As a companion feature, SEQMINER also supports annotating and querying VCF files of sequence variant genotype calls. To our knowledge, there is one R package VariantAnnotation that supports annotating and retrieving sequence variants from VCF/BCF files. VariantAnnotation relies on a variety of the Bioconductor packages to query and annotate VCF files. The package, however, was not designed to annotate and query summary association statistics.

Our package performs competitively in its shared features of annotating and querying VCF files. We compared the efficiency of VariantAnnotation and SEQMINER for annotating large‐scale datasets and extracting genetic regions of interest (Tables [2](#gepi21918-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} and [3](#gepi21918-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}): first, using 1,092 samples from the 1000 Genomes Project, we compared time and memory efficiency for annotating whole chromosome variants. In all scenarios examined, SEQMINER was \>20× faster and required ∼100‐fold less memory than VariantAnnotation. We then benchmarked the extraction of nonsynonymous variants from 100 randomly selected genes. VariantAnnotation used 23.0 min and 1,095 MB memory, while SEQMINER used 1.3 min and 37 MB memory. In all scenarios considered, SEQMINER exhibited advantages in time and memory efficiency.

###### 

Comparison of time and memory complexity for annotating sequence variants

  Tools               Chunk size          Time (second)   Memory (kilobytes)
  ------------------- ------------------- --------------- --------------------
  SEQMINER            Entire chromosome   8,371           63,072
  VariantAnnotation   5,000               144,403         8,364,784
                      10,000              125,748         16,236,324
                      20,000              116,078         30,078,896

We benchmarked the performance of *SEQMINER* and *VariantAnnotation* for annotating sequence variants in chromosome 1 from the 1000 Genomes Project phase 1 datasets. Annotation by *SEQMINER* was done using function annotateVCF. *VariantAnnotation* cannot analyze chromosome 1 in one batch due to memory constraints. We compared the performance of *VariantAnnotation* by dividing the chromosome 1 dataset into chunks and annotating each chunk separately. For measuring memory consumption, we recorded peak memory usage. Cumulative time is recorded for annotating the entire chromosome.
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###### 

Comparison of time and memory complexity for querying selected genes/ranges

  Tool                Task                   Time (seconds)   Memory (kilobytes)
  ------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- --------------------
  SEQMINER            Extract 100 randomly   76               37,948
  VariantAnnotation   Selected ranges        1,313            1,122,204
  SEQMINER            Extract 100 randomly   462              59,736
  VariantAnnotation   Selected genes         1,718            1,461,404

We compared the performance of *SEQMINER* and *VariantAnnotation* in extracting nonsynonymous variants from 100 randomly selected genes or ranges. Whole genome datasets from the 1000 Genomes Project phase 1 were used. To extract randomly selected genes, we used readVCFToListByGene function in *SEQMINER*. For *VariantAnnotation*, we first determined the genomic ranges for each gene and extract variants within these genomic ranges. We then predicted the function of retrieved variants and select the subset of variants that were nonsynonymous.
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Conclusions {#gepi21918-sec-0120}
===========

In summary, we implemented an efficient software package, SEQMINER, to facilitate the analysis and interpretation of genotype‐phenotype association summary statistics. We showed that the tools can scale well to large datasets with millions of variants. SEQMINER provides a useful platform where new methods can be developed and distributed. Since its release, the software package has contributed to several large‐scale meta‐analyses of complex traits, including lipid levels, height, and body mass index, as well as smoking and alcohol addictions. We envision that the software package will continue to be extremely valuable for interpreting genotype‐phenotype association results in the sequencing era.
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###### 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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